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Objectives: Surgeons interpret radiographic studies in many clinical situations, based on experience, 
rather than formal training. Breast specimen radiography is a prevalent imaging modality for surgeons 
and is now visualized by immediate intraoperative digital specimen radiography (IDSR). IDSR is a tool 
that has been shown to decrease operative time and potentially decrease subsequent breast re-
excisions. We propose surgeons are as accurate as radiologists in the interpretation of IDSR for margin 
evaluation. The goal was to compare the successful capture of the targeted lesion and the adequacy of 
surgical margins. 
 
Method: After institutional review board (IRB) approval, we prospectively compared breast cancer IDSR 
interpretations by both a board certified radiologist and surgeon. We compared 30 consecutive breast 
cancer excisions using a Faxitron Bioptics piXarray, IDSR interpretation. After IDSR, the surgeon recorded 
a tentative conclusion based on the images as to success of excision and whether to extend the margins. 
The same images were then electronically transmitted to a radiologist where the definitive 
interpretation was made. Specimens were then sent for histological interpretation. We compared the 
success of identification of the targeted lesion and assessment on the surgical margins. The final 
pathology report served as a control. 
 
Results: There was complete concordance in the recognition of the targeted lesion and adequacy of 
clinical margins between the surgeon and radiologist. All 30 targeted lesions were present in the 
pathologic specimen (successful excision). Based on final pathology, there were 3 histological positive 
margins (10%) ultimately requiring surgical re-excision. All subsequent re-excisions resulted in clear 
margins. All 3 margin failures were interpreted as image-negative margins by both the radiologist and 
surgeon. 
 
Conclusions: Surgeons with their experience in imaging analysis can as successfully interpret digital 
breast specimen radiographs as a consulting radiologist. We propose that excision completeness and 
IDSR margin reinterpretation by a radiologist is both unnecessary and cost ineffective. 


